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Whenever Polle visits the zoo, he
always wonders:
Who paints all those spots on the
body of a giraffe?
Why does a crocodile have so
many teeth?
Who makes all those animals so
beautiful, so big, and so funny?

The zoo
Read the book How Much Does the Grey in an Elephant Weigh? out loud to the children.
Talk with the children about zoos.
Questions you can ask:
- Who has been to the zoo?
- What do you see in the zoo?
- What kind of animals live in the zoo?
- What kind of life do animals have in the zoo?
- Who looks after these animals?
- What kind of zoo animal would you like to be and why?
Together with the children, create a zoo in the classroom. Look at the zoo on page 1 of the
book. Let them make cages out of blocks and fill the zoo with the following animals: giraffe,
zebra, peacock, snake, rhinoceros, polar bear, elephant, flamingo, crocodile, kangaroo and
lion.
Do a short activity for each animal. Let one of the children choose an animal, put the animal
in the circle and do the activity. Put the animal back in the zoo once the activity is completed.
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The giraffe
Who paints all those spots on the body of the giraffe?
A giraffe has spots. Look at the spots. Can the children think of any more animals with spots?
Suggestions: cow, leopard, deer, Dalmatian. Let the children make an animal with spots using
found materials. For example, they can stick coloured paper on boxes and give the animal
legs, eyes, ears and a mouth. They can use torn pieces of patterned paper as spots and stick
these on the animal.

The zebra
And why are the stripes on a zebra never pink and blue?
Look at the zebra in the book and ask which colours the strips are (pink and blue). Study the
pattern on the zebra: pink, blue, pink, blue etc. Ask what colour the zebra’s stripes are in real
life (black and white). Make a pattern with black and white caps in the circle and ask the
children to continue the pattern. Now, make a pattern with two different colours and, again,
ask the children to continue the pattern. Extend this activity by using three and four colours.

The peacock
Who puts all those eyes in the peacock’s feathers?
Open the book and look at the pages showing the peacock. Point to the background. What can
you see? (a shop that sells glasses and an optician).
Give each child two toilet rolls. These are their ‘glasses’. Ask them to look through the toilet
rolls. What can they see? Give them some assignments.
Suggestions:
- Look for something that is red and look at it through your glasses.
- Look for something with a number on it and look at it through your glasses.
- Look for something with a letter and look at it through your glasses.
- Look at something with a triangular shape and look at it through your glasses.
- Can you see two identical objects through your glasses?
- Look for something that moves and look at it through your glasses.

The snakes
Who makes sure that all those snakes behind glass are rolled up so neatly?
Collect some shoelaces, cords and threads in different lengths. Give each child a lace, cord or
thread. This represents a snake. Ask them to walk through the circle with their snake and to
look for another snake. Two children compare the length of each other’s snakes. Which snake
is the longest? Which the shortest? Or are they the same length? They exchange their snakes
and look for another child to compare their snake with.
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Tip! Ask a child to lie down on the floor and measure the child using the snakes. How many
snake lengths long is this child?

The rhinoceros
And why does a rhinoceros have those horns on its head?
Collect some funny noses and put one of these noses in a gift box. Sing a song while you ask
the children to pass the box around the circle. When the rhyme is finished, the child holding
the box will open the box and put on the nose. Put another nose in the box and repeat the
activity.

The polar bear
Do polar bears only eat litres and litres of ice cream?
Find some pictures with ice cream cones or put out some plastic cones or ice trays. Put a
container with pompoms or scrunched up pieces of coloured paper on the table. This is the ice
cream. The children are handed a cone or tray and use tweezers to put the ice cream in the
cone or tray. You can extend this activity by giving the children number cards. They look at
the number on the card, e.g. eight, and use the tweezers to put eight ‘spoons’ of ice cream in
the cone or tray.
Tip! Throw the colour dice and ask the children to pick up ice cream with the same colour.

The elephant
And how much does the grey in an elephant weigh?
Look at the elephant in the book How Much Does the Grey in an Elephant Weigh? What does
his skin look like in this book? (like a brick wall). Watch the bricklayers at work. Teach the
children the ‘bricklaying’ technique by building a wall out of blocks. Follow this up by asking
the children to build a wall using this technique.
Play the game Jenga. Build a Jenga tower and take the blocks out of the ‘masonry’ tower.
Tip! Invite a bricklayer to the school or visit a building site where the children can see
bricklayers at work.

The flamingo
Why do the flamingos have those twists in their necks?
Look at the flamingos in the book. They are great dancers! Can the children dance like that?
Put on some cheerful instrumental music and ask the children to dance to this like ballet
dancers.
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The crocodile
Why does a crocodile have so many teeth?
Look at the crocodile in the book and ask what he is doing (he is visiting the dentist). Put two
strips of green paper, in the shape of a crocodile’s mouth, in the circle. Put down white
triangles, such as mosaic pieces. The children pretend to be the dentist making dentures for
the crocodile. These dentures consist of two parts: top and bottom which have to be identical.
Place a tooth in the crocodile’s upper jaw and ask one of the children to mirror this tooth in
the crocodile’s lower jaw. Place another tooth in the upper jaw and ask another child to mirror
this in the lower jaw. Continue like this until the crocodile’s dentures are complete.

The kangaroo
Why does the kangaroo carry a pouch on her belly?
Open the book and look at the kangaroo. What do you see? Can the children see the bag
shop?
Collect different types of bags and hide a figure of a zoo animal in each bag. Put one bag in
the circle. The children try to find out which animal is in the bag by asking questions. These
questions may only be answered with ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Will they manage to reveal the contents of
the bag? Put another bag in the circle and repeat the activity.

The lion
Why does the lion wear such a crazy big wig?
Look at the lion’s hair in the book How Much Does the Grey in an Elephant Weigh? and find
things to create a silly hairdo (scissors, rollers, combs, hairpins, fake hair and braids, hair
dryer, hair spray).
Organise a ‘silly hair day’ and ask the children to come to school with a silly hairdo. Take a
group photo on the day.

To the zoo
All the animals in the book have had their turn. Conclude this theme with a visit to a real zoo
or nearby animal park.

Lesson suggestions written by Anke van Boxmeer and Els van Dijck
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